Shamrock plaza liquor
289 McKnight Rd. S
St. Paul, MN 55119
651-731-1188
Info@shamrockplazaliquor.com
September 4, 2019
Marcia C. Moermond
Legislative Hearing Officer
15 W Kellogg Blvd Suite 310
St. Paul, MN 55119
Dear Marcia C. Moermond,
We as a Liquor store doesn’t have a Public Restroom in our store . Landlord did install a
Sanitary fashion Porta Potty for us to use by our store. I do not have any use of water,
cause the product comes in a pack no need to clean. When our beer delivery comes in,
the driver put everything away fill the rack, back stock and for remaining product they
make display. As far as going to the bathroom, we are a small business, it’s run by family
and we don’t have any employee, that be using a restroom. We will use the Porta Potty.
Until the water and sewer issue get resolved. I will keep our stock low to maintain the
cleanliness of our store. Live only 7-9 minutes away from the store and go home during
breaks to maintain the cleanliness. Use disposable utensil, hand sanitizer. Types of
business we are, we have very minimal use of water. Due to respect of you I will keep it
everything nice neat and clean. If I am missing anything please let me know, cause I
really want to be open and continue our business to take care the expenses. Please
consider our request to be open immediately.
The reason I want to be open is our inventory, cause beer have expiration date. We want
to keep our loyal customer, cause their is a lot of competition near by us their is cub
liquor, Total Wine. If we closed down it would be very hard to get the customer back. We
as a small business we cannot compete. Only reason our loyal customer come back is
customer service.
If we closed down we will lose our beer inventory, will get behind on our Bills. If we do
not pay our liquor invoices on time, they will Post us on the State List with no shipping,
then we can’t get any inventory. It will take us probably months to recover.
We have to pay a sales tax on September 20. If we are closed then we will have very hard
time to pay. Please I don’t want be more problem, cause we are already in a mess. Please
help us out.

Please Please consider the Porta Potty as a temporary Restroom for us to use. So we can
be open and feed our family.
Sorry if I wrote something to much. Thank you for taking a time for my request.
Sincerely yours,

Makhan Shoker
651-235-2016

